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"When plunder becomes a way of life for a group of men living together in society, they create for themselves
in the course of time a legal system that authorizes it and a moral code that justifies it."

Frederic Bastiat
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How much sense does this make? More than $3.5 billion in economic stimulus funds are going to programs that
Barack Obama wants to eliminate in his new budget.
America does not want to "pull a Greece," but we are surely headed in that direction. Barack Obama assures us
that he has a plan to make sure that doesn't happen. Are you buying it?
Barack Obama says that his $862 billion stimulus package helped to save us from a depression.
What is the cost of our ban on drilling? Try trillions in lost economic opportunities.
Obama compared to FDR ... and not in a good way.
Harry Reid is trying to woo Scott Brown into supporting the Democrat jobs bill.
More budget dilemmas: US highways funds could be broke by as soon as June.
Does the name Muslim Brotherhood ring a bell? It should. Find out why our Director of Homeland Security Janet
"the system worked" Napolitano met with the terrorist group.
A South Carolina lawmaker wants to ban federal currency from his state and use gold and silver coins instead.
Question: why has Toyota suddenly become the target of a government-led witch hunt? I'll give you a hint ...
unions.
Considering its current economic state, the EU has stripped Greece of its voting power.
We've thrown billions of dollars at government schools and seen zero results in terms of better quality
education.
Tiger Woods is going to hold a press conference on Friday at 11am. You can listen to it live on News/Talk 750
WSB.
Michelle Obama is going to appear on Fox News with our pal Mike Huckabee.
... and now for the rise of state-owned banks.
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Jamie Dupree's Blog
If you enjoy Neal's daily chat with Jamie Dupree, you'll love Jamie's Blog! Check it out for analysis of the
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